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The purpose of this paper is to discuss current issues regarding the use of the National Guard in response to Incidents of National Significance (INS). It will address the background of the Department of Homeland Security in the United States, with a focus on the National Guard's role relative to the broader Defense Support to Civilian Authorities mission during an INS. It will include a discussion regarding the Emergency Management Assistance Compacts as a mechanism for employing the National Guard across state borders, and contrast that with using the National Guard in a Federalized status.

Hurricane Katrina, the first INS to occur under the National Response Plan, generated a large response from various state and Federal agencies, including the National Guard. This enabled the identification of several issues that impacted on the ability of the National Guard to respond. Two changes to statute made since the response to Hurricane Katrina are described, and their effectiveness is analyzed. Several issues that remain to be addressed are discussed. The paper concludes with four recommendations intended to facilitate a more timely, effective, and efficient response in the event of future INS.
NATIONAL GUARD USE IN RESPONSE TO INCIDENTS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

The purpose of this paper is to discuss current issues regarding the use of the National Guard in response to Incidents of National Significance (INS). It will address the background of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in the United States, with a focus on the National Guard's role relative to the broader Defense Support to Civilian Authorities (DSCA) mission during an INS. It will include a discussion regarding the Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC) as a mechanism for employing the National Guard across state borders, and contrast that with using the National Guard in a Federalized status.

Hurricane Katrina, the first INS to occur under the National Response Plan (NRP), generated a large response from various state and Federal agencies, including the National Guard. This enabled the identification of several issues that impacted on the ability of the National Guard to respond. Two changes to statute made since the response to Hurricane Katrina are described, and their effectiveness is analyzed. Several issues that remain to be addressed are discussed. The paper concludes with four recommendations intended to facilitate a more timely, effective, and efficient response in the event of future INS.

Background

The attacks of 11 September 2001 clearly demonstrated significant weaknesses in the Homeland Security of the United States. In response to the attacks, President George W. Bush worked with Congress to enact the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (HSA), and create the DHS. The primary mission assigned to the DHS by the HSA is to: “prevent terrorist attacks within the United States; reduce the vulnerability of the United States to terrorism; and minimize the damage, and assist in the recovery, from terrorist attacks that do occur within the United States.”

Although the primary mission has a terrorist nexus, the HSA went on to specify that “the primary responsibilities of DHS shall include: information analysis and infrastructure protection; chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and related countermeasures; border and transportation security; emergency preparedness and response; and coordination (including the provision of training and equipment) with other executive agencies, with State and local government personnel, agencies, and authorities, with the private sector, and with other entities.”

President Bush proceeded to issue a series of Homeland Security Presidential Directives (HSPDs). Notable among them was HSPD-5, Management of Domestic Incidents, issued on 28 February 2003, with the stated objective of ensuring "that all levels of government across the
Nation have the capability to work efficiently and effectively together, using a national approach to domestic incident management.” In HSPD-5, the President tasked the Secretary of Homeland Security (SHS) to “develop... and administer a National Incident Management System (NIMS).” The NIMS would “provide a consistent nationwide approach for Federal, state, and local governments to work effectively and efficiently together to prepare for, respond to, and recover from domestic incidents, regardless of cause, size, or complexity.” It also directed the SHS to develop and administer a National Response Plan (NRP), to “integrate Federal Government domestic prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery plans into one all-discipline, all-hazards plan.”

A companion directive to HSPD-5, HSPD-8 was issued on 17 December 2003, and directed the development of a “national preparedness goal.” It directed the SHS, in cooperation with other Federal departments and agencies, to coordinate “the preparedness of Federal response assets, and the support for, and assessment of the preparedness of State and local first responders.” The HSPD-8 included a requirement for the SHS to “establish and maintain a comprehensive training program to meet the national preparedness goal.” It also directed the program to be established in “maximum collaboration with State and local governments and appropriate private sector entities.”

The DHS published the NRP in December of 2004. It included a letter of agreement signed by Federal departments and agencies and other organizations, committing their support to the NRP concepts, processes and structures. Signatories to the NRP included Secretaries of the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services, Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, Interior, Justice, Labor, State, Transportation, Treasury, and Veterans Affairs, as well as a variety of other Federal Agencies.

The NRP provided for a phased implementation, including a 60 day phase I period to transition, and a 60 day Phase II period for modifying existing plans to align with the NRP. After the first two phases, the NRP would be fully implemented and DHS would “conduct systematic assessments of coordinating structures, processes, and protocols implemented for actual INS, national-level homeland security exercises, and National Special Security Events (NSSEs)” to “gauge the plan’s effectiveness in meeting objectives of HSPD-5.”

The NRP is based on several planning assumptions. One assumption is that “incidents are typically managed at the lowest possible geographic, organizational, and jurisdictional level.” Another assumption is that “the combined expertise and capabilities of government at all levels, the private sector, and nongovernmental organizations will be required to prevent, prepare for, respond to, and recover from INS.” A third assumption is that an INS may
“overwhelm capabilities of State, local, and tribal governments, and private-sector infrastructure owners and operators.”

The NRP defines an INS as “an actual or potential high-impact event that requires robust coordination of the Federal response in order to save lives and minimize damage, and provides the basis for long-term community and economic recovery. The Secretary of Homeland Security, in consultation with other departments and agencies, and the White House, as appropriate, declares INS.”

“For INS that are Presidentially declared disasters or emergencies, Federal support to States is delivered in accordance with relevant provisions of the Stafford Act.”

“While all Presidentially declared disasters and emergencies under the Stafford Act are considered INS, not all INS necessarily result in disaster or emergency declarations under the Stafford Act.”

“The Secretary of Homeland Security will manage the Federal government's response following the declaration of an INS.”

“Under provisions of the Stafford Act and applicable regulations, a governor may request the President to declare a major disaster or emergency if the governor finds that effective response to the event is beyond the combined response capabilities of the State and affected local governments.”

“DHS can use limited pre-declaration authorities to move initial response resources closer to a potentially affected area.”

“In a major disaster or emergency as defined in the Stafford Act, the President ‘may direct any Federal agency, with or without reimbursement, to utilize its authorities and the resources granted to it under Federal law in support of State and local assistance efforts…”

The NRP was established with several annexes, including annexes for various emergency support functions, support annexes, and incident annexes. The incident annexes are designed for response to situations requiring specialized application of the NRP. One incident annex of importance within the context of this paper is the Catastrophic Incident Annex (NRP-CIA), which established “the context and overarching strategy for implementing and coordinating an accelerated, proactive response to a catastrophic incident.” This annex established “protocols to preidentify and rapidly deploy key essential resources that are expected to be needed to save lives and contain incidents.”

“The Federal government responds to most natural disasters when the affected state(s) requests assistance because the disaster is of such severity and magnitude that an effective response is beyond the capabilities of the state and local governments.”

This system is generally referred to as a “pull” system because it depends on states determining what they need and requesting it from the Federal government. An important feature of the NRP-CIA is
that it establishes the basis for a proactive or “push” Federal response, rather than a reactive, or “pull” response.

States may also request assistance from other states when the requirements to respond to incidents exceed their capacity to respond. This assistance is coordinated through participation in the EMAC.29 “EMAC provides the legal structure for states to request assistance from one another as well as a menu of resources, such as temporary shelters and cargo aircraft, which may be available from other member states. Importantly, this assistance can, and often does, come from participating states’ National Guards.”30 A National Guard response within the EMAC system could be either in a State Active Duty status, or Title 32 Federally funded status.

The battle cry “Call out the National Guard” resonates in the minds of most Americans when catastrophe strikes. However, the role of the National Guard in response to INS is rarely discussed in the NRP. When the National Guard is discussed in the NRP, it is primarily to describe the distinction between National Guard in a State Active Duty status, or Title 32 Status as an exception to DSCA.31 This makes sense once you understand the unique roles of the National Guard and the distinctions between statuses in which the National Guard may be employed.

The National Guard traces its history back to the earliest English colonies in North America when on 13 December 1636, the General Court of Massachusetts Bay Colony ordered the organization of the Colony’s militia companies into three regiments.32 The Constitution specifically addresses the militia, and distinguishes between service to the States, and service when called into the actual service of the United States.33 This distinction is codified in Title 32 of the United States Code.

The National Guard trains and operates under the control of state and territorial governors, unless ordered to Federal duty.34 “Governors can order National Guard personnel to perform full-time duty, commonly referred to as ‘State Active Duty.’”35 In this state capacity, National Guard personnel are paid according to state law, using state funds,36 and are not subject to the Posse Comitatus Act, so they may perform law enforcement functions.37

National Guard personnel can also be activated without their consent under the authority of 32 U.S.C. 502(f). “They receive Federal pay and benefits and are entitled to certain legal protections as though they were in Federal service, but they remain under the control of their governor and are therefore not subject to the restrictions of the Posse Comitatus Act.”38 This status was expanded and further clarified when Title 32 was amended by adding Chapter 9 – Homeland Defense Activities by Public Law 108-375 on 28 October 2004. Chapter 9 defined
Homeland Defense Activities, and established guidelines for use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status in performing such activities.39

A third status under which National Guard personnel can be activated is a purely Federal status under Title 10 of the U.S. Code. In Federal status, they operate under the control of the President, and are generally subject to the Posse Comitatus Act. Therefore, they cannot perform law enforcement functions unless expressly authorized by the Constitution or an act of Congress. One such express authorization is contained in Chapter 15 of Title 10 U.S.C. At the time of the response to Hurricane Katrina, Chapter 15 was titled ‘Insurrection.’ It allowed the President to call the militia, including the National Guard,40 into Federal service for certain purposes, including the suppression of insurrection against a state government, at the request of that government.41 The chapter was expanded and renamed “Enforcement of the Laws to Restore Public Order” with the enactment of the 2007 Defense Authorization Bill.42 These changes are explained in detail in the section titled “Related Statutory Changes Since the Response to Hurricane Katrina.”

Hurricane Katrina – A Case Study

When Hurricane Katrina made its final landfall along the Louisiana/Mississippi border on 29 August 2005, it quickly became one of the largest natural disasters in the history of the United States. Despite a massive deployment of resources and support from both military and civilian agencies, many have regarded the Federal response as inadequate. As local, state, and Federal governments responded in the days following Katrina, confusion surfaced as to what responsibilities the military has, and what capabilities it would provide in planning and responding to a catastrophic event.43

Hurricane Katrina provided the first requirement to respond to an INS after the implementation of the NRP. It was also the first wide-scale use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status in response to an INS. Such use was enabled by the addition of chapter 9 to Title 32 of the U.S. Code. While this paper is not intended to be an after action review of the response to Hurricane Katrina, it will examine the actions taken related to the use of the National Guard.

On 26 August, three days before Katrina made its final landfall, “the Louisiana National Guard began mobilizing 2,000 personnel while the Joint Forces Headquarters-Louisiana National Guard activated its Joint Operations Center (JOC) at Jackson Barracks in New Orleans to coordinate their emergency response operations.”44 Mississippi Governor Haley Barbour “directed Major General Harold Cross, Adjutant General of the Mississippi National Guard, to prepare to use the Mississippi National Guard for disaster relief operations.”45 “The Mississippi National Guard alerted military police and engineers, activated 750 personnel, and activated its
EOC in Jackson.”46 This was done under the authority of the governors of the respective states as part of state-level preparations.

On 27 August, two days before final landfall, “Mississippi’s State Emergency Response Team (ERT) deployed to Camp Shelby while National Guard emergency rescue assets were deployed to three coastal counties.”47 “The Louisiana National Guard deployed liaison officers to the thirteen southernmost parishes projected to suffer the greatest impact from the storm.”48 “Alabama officials began pre-positioning supplies at staging areas and other locations throughout the State.”49 Alabama National Guard troops were positioned in preparation for landfall, and Governor Bob Riley of Alabama offered Governor Kathleen Blanco of Louisiana and Governor Barbour assistance.50

Also on 27 August, “President Bush signed a Federal emergency declaration for the State of Louisiana, following a request from Governor Blanco earlier that day. President Bush issued additional emergency declarations for Mississippi and Alabama the following day, after requests from the governors of those States.”51 “By declaring emergencies in these three States, the President directed the Federal government to provide its full assistance to the area to save lives and property from Hurricane Katrina’s imminent impact.”52 In accordance with the NRP, the declarations should also have been the trigger to consider Hurricane Katrina an INS, although it was not declared by Secretary Chertoff until 30 August.53

On 28 August, the day before final landfall, predeployment of assets continued. Hundreds of Soldiers and Airmen of the Louisiana Army and Air National Guard arrived at the Superdome in New Orleans to provide a variety of support to the growing population in the “shelter of last resort.”54 “Also early that morning, President Bush called Governor Blanco to urge that mandatory evacuation orders be issued for New Orleans.”55 “After receiving a call from President Bush, Governor Blanco and Mayor Nagin held a joint press conference during which the Mayor ordered a mandatory evacuation of New Orleans.”56

When Katrina made its final landfall on 29 August, “it devastated communications infrastructure across the Gulf Coast, incapacitating telephone service, police and fire dispatch centers, and emergency radio systems.”57 “Most of the radio stations and many television stations in the New Orleans area were knocked off the air.”58 “The complete devastation of the communications infrastructure left responders without a reliable network to use for coordinating emergency response operations.”59 “Local emergency response officials found it difficult or impossible to establish functioning incident command structures in these conditions.”60 “Without an incident command structure, it was difficult for local leaders to guide the local response efforts, much less command them.”61
Governors Barbour and Blanco requested additional National Guard assets from other states through the EMAC to assist State and local emergency responders. National Guard forces continued to deploy to the region as States responded in the days following landfall. Federal search and rescue assets from the Coast Guard, FEMA Urban Search and Rescue (US&R) Task Forces, the Department of Defense (DoD), and other Federal agencies worked in concert with State and local responders to rescue tens of thousands of people. Within four hours of landfall, Army National Guard helicopters were airborne and actively performing rescue missions, with other National Guard personnel joining the effort on the ground.

Active duty military and National Guard personnel provided critical emergency response and security support to the Gulf Coast during the height of the crisis. State active duty and Title 32 National Guard forces that deployed to Louisiana and Mississippi operated under the command of their respective Governors. Title 10 active duty forces, on the other hand, fell under the command of the President and had more limited civil response authority. On 30 August, Deputy Secretary of Defense Gordon England authorized U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) and the Joint Chiefs of Staff to take all appropriate measures to plan and conduct disaster relief operations in support of FEMA. USNORTHCOM established Joint Task Force Katrina (JTF-Katrina) at Camp Shelby to coordinate the growing military response to the disaster. By 1 September, JTF-Katrina, commanded by LTG Honoré, included approximately 3,000 active duty personnel in the disaster area; within four days, that number climbed to 14,232 active duty personnel.

By 2 September, nearly 22,000 National Guard Soldiers and Airmen had deployed to the region, breaking the National Guard’s previous record for the largest response to a domestic emergency. Eventually, over 50,000 National Guard Soldiers and Airmen from fifty-four States, Territories, and the District of Columbia deployed to the Gulf Coast, providing critical response assistance. Guardsmen performed a range of missions, including search and rescue, security, evacuations, and distribution of food and water. In Mississippi, National Guard forces prepared Camp Shelby as a staging point for incoming forces and also engaged in law enforcement support, debris removal, shelter support and other vital operations. The robust active duty and National Guard response played a crucial role in the effort to bring stability to the areas ravaged by Hurricane Katrina.

Related Statutory Changes Made Since the Response to Hurricane Katrina

There are several critical issues that were apparent in the preparation for and response to Hurricane Katrina. Although the robust response saved lives and restored order, it was
criticized for the initial delays that occurred. Two significant changes relating to use of the military in response to INS were made when Congress passed the 2007 Defense Authorization Bill on 30 September 2006, and President Bush signed it on 17 October 2006. These changes are explained, and their potential impact is evaluated.

One change was contained in section 1076 of the new law which made several modifications to Title 10, Chapter 15 of the U.S. Code. The heading of this chapter was changed from “Insurrection” to “Enforcement of the Laws to Restore Public Order.” The rewrite to Chapter 15 broadens the President's ability to deploy troops within the United States to enforce the laws. Under this act, the President may “employ the armed forces, including the National Guard in Federal Service, to restore public order and enforce laws...when the President determines that the authorities of the State or possession are incapable of maintaining public order as a result if a natural disaster, epidemic, serious public health emergency, terrorist attack, or other condition.”

The change to Chapter 15 could become very contentious, because it broadened the circumstances under which the President can use the military in exception to Posse Comitatus. Although it is presumably intended to enable a more rapid response, and to enable unity of command, it could have the opposite result. This should be an option of last resort only, and deployment of National Guard forces in this capacity should be avoided for several reasons. First, in accordance with the NRP, the state and local efforts normally begin prior to provision of Federal assistance. Therefore, actions to respond under state authority with Guard assets will typically already be in progress before initiation of the Federal response. Second, the state or territorial governors and National Guard leaders know what capabilities they have available, and the impact of deploying those capabilities to another area. Third, the governors have the authority to order the specific National Guard Soldiers and Airmen that are needed to duty for the response. In many situations, the response force needs to be tailored to the situation, and this can best be done by the leadership within each state. Attempting to manage this through the respective service channels would likely cause unnecessary delays in getting Guard Soldiers and Airmen mobilized. Fourth, since the change only applies when the President determines the state authorities are “incapable of maintaining public order,” the Guard Soldiers and Airmen that respond could serve in several duty statuses during the same response, i.e. State Active Duty, to Title 32, to Title 10, and back to Title 32. Hence, they would start under command authority of their governor, change to Federal authority, and then back to their governor.
Another significant change expanded the operations of the Civil Support Teams (CSTs). “Congress established CSTs to deploy rapidly to assist local incident commanders in determining the nature and extent of an attack or incident; provide expert technical advice on WMD response operations; and help identify and support the arrival of follow-on state and Federal military response assets.” These Federally resourced National Guard teams “are trained and exercised in nuclear, biological, and chemical specialties, and skilled in reconnaissance, medical support, logistics, administration, communications, air liaison, and security.” The CSTs proved invaluable to the Katrina response. During Katrina, their employment was constrained by the legal aspects of CST deployment, as some states interpreted the law to mean they were only authorized to be used for WMD incidents. Section 532 of the new law amended Section 12310 of Title 10 of the U.S. Code to specifically include a “natural or manmade disaster in the United States that results in, or could result in, catastrophic loss of life or property.” This is a positive change that will improve access to the CSTs in the future.

Critical Issues, and Recommendations for the Way Ahead

Despite all of the heroic efforts during the response to Hurricane Katrina, there were several critical issues related to the National Guard role in the overall response. They are discussed, and several recommendations are offered to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of the response to future INS.

Issue: A “Pull” System Creates Delays During a Response to an INS.

The EMAC system is designed to be used as a “pull” system which relies on the state(s) that are affected knowing what capabilities they require, and what states may have those capabilities available. An EMAC agreement is a legally binding, contractual arrangement which makes the requesting state responsible for reimbursing all out-of-state costs of agreed to support. The paperwork involves a formal request from the affected state for specific support, and an estimate of cost generated by the supporting state if they determine they can support the request. The requesting state then has to approve the costs to create a legally binding document. Although this system has proven to be effective in small-scale response situations, this cumbersome process led to delays in the National Guard response to Hurricane Katrina.

In order to mitigate the delays, and to facilitate a more rapid and robust response, LTG H. Steven Blum, the Chief of the National Guard Bureau, and LTG Clyde Vaughn decided to initiate a ‘push’ system to get more National Guard Soldiers and Airmen on their way to the affected area. LTG Blum “held a video teleconference on 31 August to solicit assistance from
each of the 54 states and territories for both Louisiana and Mississippi. States responded rapidly to the urgent need and decided to worry about the authorizing paperwork later.\textsuperscript{84} “Since these forces were activated in state-to-state agreements they were on state active duty and subject to the rules and entitlements authorized by their respective home states.”\textsuperscript{85} “On 7 September, Deputy Secretary of Defense Gordon England approved Title 32 status retroactive to 29 August.”\textsuperscript{86} Taking this step sooner would have reduced the amount of time taken to bring Soldiers on duty, because each state could have used Title 32 funds to bring Soldiers and Airmen on duty in anticipation of the requirement to respond. Under the authority provided in Chapter 9 of Title 32 of the U.S. Code, this step could have been taken anytime after President Bush signed the emergency declaration on 27 August 2005.

The proactive steps taken by the NGB leadership demonstrated bold initiative and undoubtedly led to a more rapid response. However, they did not generate an efficient response. A better system to assess the capabilities needed for the response, and then determining what entity can best generate those capabilities, would facilitate a more timely, effective, and efficient response to future INS.

The NRP-CIA was never initiated during the response to Hurricane Katrina. The Secretary of Homeland Security should have invoked the NRP-CIA “to direct the Federal response posture to fully switch from a reactive to proactive mode of operations.”\textsuperscript{87} The NRP was written so that a Presidential disaster declaration should automatically make the situation an INS, and an INS should trigger the NRP-CIA.\textsuperscript{88} Even if it had been initiated, the NRP-CIA would not have automatically triggered a full response. Since the National Guard remained part of the State and Local response, their role is not addressed in the NRP-CIA.

Recommendation 1

Create standing JTF coordination units within the National Guard that do not have a “warfight” overseas mission, and therefore maintain a singular focus on preparing to respond to INS. During a response, they would deploy to a location where they can orchestrate the flow of the necessary forces into the JOA. They would work in coordination with DHS and National Guard of the affected states to determine requirements, and they would coordinate with NGB, USNORTHCOM, and National Guard state Joint Operations Centers to source identified requirements. When not involved in response, they would work closely with USNORTHCOM, FEMA, and other Federal, state and local agencies to develop contingency plans for potential INS. They would also work closely with NGB staff to determine what National Guard resources may be available to respond to INS.
Recommendation 2

Modify the NRP-CIA to include immediate consideration for DoD to allow National Guard response in Title 32 status. This would enable NGB to work with the individual states to start bringing Guardsmen onto duty and preparing to move to the Joint Operations Area (JOA). Also, follow the existing NRP premise that a Presidential declaration makes the situation an INS, and the INS triggers the NRP-CIA. Caution must be taken to ensure that the “push” of resources is coordinated to ensure the capabilities needed are “pushed,” with minimal duplication or gaps in capability.

Issue: Lack of Unity of Command, and Unity of Effort between National Guard and DoD Elements

“In the overall response to Hurricane Katrina, separate command structures for active duty military and the National Guard hindered their unity of effort. USNORTHCOM commanded active duty forces, while each State government commanded its National Guard forces. For the first two days of Katrina response operations, USNORTHCOM did not have situational awareness of what forces the National Guard had on the ground.”99 “Neither the Louisiana National Guard nor JTF-Katrina had a good sense for where each other’s forces were located or what they were doing.”90 “As a result, some units were not immediately assigned missions matched to on-the-ground requirements. Further, FEMA requested assistance from DoD without knowing what State National Guard forces had already deployed to fill the same needs.”91

“The Commanding General of JTF-Katrina and the Adjutant Generals (TAGs) of Louisiana and Mississippi had only a coordinating relationship, with no formal command relationship established. This resulted in confusion over roles and responsibilities between National Guard and Federal forces and highlights the need for a more unified command structure.”92 A provision available under Title 32 of the U.S. Code that could have been used to achieve unity of command is commonly referred to as dual-hatting of an officer in a Federal/state status. This arrangement allows an officer to serve on active duty Title 10 status without being relieved from National Guard duty in their state or territory. Such an arrangement requires the approval of both the Governor involved and the President.93 This tool has been used successfully in the past, but had never in response to an INS. This was not used during the response to Hurricane Katrina.94

A variation of dual-hatting was proposed to Louisiana’s Governor Blanco. “The proposal would have put LTG Honoré under Blanco’s command in the chain-of-command over National Guard troops in Louisiana. In this proposal, LTG Honoré would have served in two capacities — first, as the commander of Federal troops ultimately answering to the President, and second,
as the commander of the Louisiana National Guard, answering to Blanco. This proposal was intended to establish a single command for all military operations in Louisiana. Blanco wrote to President Bush on 3 September, declining this proposal. Her declination is understandable, since she already had an Adjutant General in charge, with situational awareness, existing relationships with other state and local agencies, and with the National Guard leaders of other supporting states.

Recommendation 3

Establish protocols for coordination, integration, and communication between the responding elements. Use the process that already exists for dual-hatting a National Guard Officer in a Title 32 status when it will create unity of command. The proposed variation of dual-hatting discussed above is not a viable solution, as it is counter to the underlying assumption of the NRP that “incidents are typically managed at the lowest possible geographic, organizational, and jurisdictional level.” Although unity of command is preferred, it may not be achievable in all situations. When unity of command cannot be achieved, unity of effort remains paramount to mission success. This is important not only within the JOA, but also where requirements are being determined. Increased presence of National Guard Soldiers and Airmen in USNORTHCOM, and increased involvement of NGB staff and the states in planning and conducting exercises with USNORTHCOM and with FEMA would enhance unity of effort. This would lead to more effective and more efficient use of available resources. The USNORTHCOM State Engagement Program is one such initiative that should be expanded. Adoption of recommendation 1 would also significantly enhance this process.

Issue: The Ability of the National Guard to Respond Was Impaired by Involvement in the Global War on Terrorism, and Other Federal Missions

The degree to which the response was impaired is difficult to determine, but with thousands of Guard Soldiers and Airmen gone from their respective states in the incident area, the immediate reaction was smaller than it normally would have been. There were enough Guardsmen available nation-wide, and the proactive steps taken by the NGB leadership quickly compensated for the shortfalls in the JOA. Equipment shortages exacerbated by deployments also had an impact on the response.

“It has been suggested before that the National Guard be reorganized to focus on domestic missions.” This was opposed by the National Guard leadership, which continued to defend the importance of maintaining its combat capabilities.” “This argument by the Guard
has received substantial support from DoD’s evidenced need to use substantial numbers of National Guard troops in Iraq.”

The authorization for the Army National Guard in the 2007 Defense Authorization Act is 350,000, and for the Air National Guard 107,000. The Army Reserve is authorized 200,000, the Air Force Reserve 74,900, the Navy Reserve 71,300, and the Marine Corps Reserve 39,600. That equates to an authorized strength in the Reserve Component of DoD that is not directly available to the governors of 385,800 or 45.8% of the 842,800 total Reserve Component authorized strength. They are also not available to DoD on an involuntary basis, because “Title 10 of the United States Code currently limits a unit or member of a reserve component from being involuntarily ordered to Federal active duty for disaster response.” The aforementioned change to Chapter 15 of Title 10 provides the President increased access, when it applies, but only during the period that meets the criteria.

A related issue is the amount of training that National Guard units may perform for the Homeland Security mission. Although it is widely recognized that the National Guard is expected to have a large role in response to INS, the funds that the National Guard is provided for training is controlled by DoD through the Services. Since DoD has the primary mission for the GWOT, and only a support mission during disaster response, their priority for training is understandably on GWOT related missions. Additionally, disaster response is not addressed in the ARFORGEN model, on which the organizational training plans are based.

Recommendation 4:

Congress should work with DoD to restructure the reserve component, and the applicable statutes to facilitate access to all reserve component entities. The solution to this is not to reorganize the National Guard to focus on domestic missions. The U.S. taxpayers do not need more singular-focused entities; rather they need more robust dual-mission capability. The restructuring of the reserve components could include bringing all of the reserve component forces under one overarching entity that serves the dual role the National Guard currently serves. In essence, it would continue to make all reserve components available to the President for Federal duty as an operational reserve to DoD, while also making them available to the governor when not on Federal duty. Steps are already being taken to ensure the National Guard is fully equipped with modern equipment that interfaces effectively with Active Component equipment, and this should be continued. Additionally, changes should be made to the funding and training parameters so additional training for disaster response can occur, and preparation to respond to INS should be addressed in the ARFORGEN model.
Conclusion

This paper has examined the National Guard’s role in the response to INS. Since Hurricane Katrina necessitated the largest National Guard response to natural disaster in history, a case study analysis of the response identified some critical issues. Two related changes to statute that have been made since the response to Hurricane Katrina were discussed, and their effectiveness was analyzed. The first change broadened the circumstances under which the President can use the military in exception to Posse Comitatus. Four compelling reasons against using the National Guard under this exception were provided. The second change expanded the role of National Guard CSTs, which was assessed as a positive change. Despite the changes, three broad significant issues remain to be addressed. The first issue is that a “pull” system creates delays during a response to an INS. The second issue is that there was a lack of unity of command and unity of effort between National Guard serving under state authority, and DoD elements serving under authority of the President. The third issue is that the ability of the National Guard to respond was impaired by involvement in the Global War on Terrorism, and other Federal missions. Each issue was supported with discussion to further explain the issue.

Four recommendations were provided for additional change in order to address the issues. The first recommendation is to create standing JTF coordination units within the National Guard to orchestrate the flow of National Guard forces during an INS, and to support planning and training for contingency operations when not responding to an INS. The second recommendation is to modify the NRP-CIA to include immediate consideration for DoD to allow National Guard response in Title 32 status, and to follow the existing NRP premise that a Presidential declaration makes the situation an INS, and the INS triggers the NRP-CIA. The third recommendation is to establish protocols for coordination, integration, and communication between the responding elements. Additionally, use the process that already exists for dual-hatting a National Guard Officer in a Title 32 status. It will create unity of command. The fourth recommendation is to restructure Reserve Component forces to provide increased access and a more robust dual-role force.

The National Guard should continue to fill a critical role in the response to an INS. The need exists for better integration and coordination with other departments and agencies. Implementing the recommendations will enhance the capability of the National Guard to respond, and will generate a more effective and efficient overall response to future INS.
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